
MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner. 
Client Reiki Session Documentation Form    

                     
Clients pyramid 
5. Self Actualization (Leveraging the Opportunities to Utilize your Highest Potential? ) 
 
4. Esteem (Feelings & Emotions of being Valued and Respected in your Community) 
 
3. Belongingness (Are you part of a Network that supports the Goals of your vision?) 
 
2. Safety (Do you have the Security of Survival and a Positive Support system?) 
 
1. Physiological (Are your Basic needs for survival being met? )  
 
Client Chakras 

What is pain or triggered Chakra communicating to client? 

 
 
Observation / Scan before Reiki Session: 

1. Root Chakra (oo) (Legs, Bones, Progression, Beliefs, Primary Relationships) 

 

2. Sacral Chakra (oh) (Creativity, Manifesting our Desires, Secondary Relationships) 

 

3. Solar Plexus Chakra (aw) (Ego, Control Issues, the need to be an Individual) 

 

4. Heart Chakra (ay) (Acceptance vs Expectation, Letting go of Past Issues) 

 

5. Throat Chakra (eh) (Communication & Expression of self, being assertive) 

 

6. 3rd Eye Chakra (ih) (Vision, Intuition, access to your higher self) 

 

7. Crown Chakra (ee) (Connecting with higher forms of energy, Growth) 

 
Privacy Notice: No information about any client will be discussed or shared with any third party 

without written consent of the client or parent/guardian if the client is under 18. 



 MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner. 
Client Reiki Session Documentation Form  

 
Clients PEMS Body 
(Physical, Emotional, Mental, Spiritual) 
What is pain or triggered Chakra communicating to client? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clients Intention 
With Reiki symbols (Cho Ku Rei, Sei He Ki, Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clients Affirmations 
With Reiki symbols (Cho Ku Rei, Sei He Ki, Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clients recommendations and follow up   
(Referrals, Herbs, Diet, Exercise, Yoga, Meditation, Next session) 
 
 
 

Signed: ________________________________ Date: _________________  
 

Privacy Notice: No information about any client will be discussed or shared with any third party 
without written consent of the client or parent/guardian if the client is under 18 



MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner.  
Client Information Form 

 
Name: (Please Print) ___________________________________________________________   
Phone (home): ________________ Cell phone or evening: ___________________________   
Address: _____________________________________________________________________   
City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________________________   
Email (optional): ______________________________________________________________   
Emergency Contact: ___________________________________________________________   
Current Medications and dosage: ________________________________________________   
Are you currently under the care of a physician? __ Yes __ No  
If yes, physician’s name: _______________________________________________________   
How did you hear about us? ____________________________________________________   
Have you ever had a Reiki session before? __Yes __No  
If yes, when was your last session? _______ Number of previous sessions ____________   
Do you have a particular area of concern? ________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
_ ____________________________________________________________________________   
Are you sensitive to perfumes or fragrances? _____________________________________   
Are you sensitive to touch? _____________________________________________________   
 
I understand that Reiki is a simple, gentle, hands-on energy technique that is used 
for stress reduction and relaxation. I understand that Reiki practitioners do not 
diagnose conditions nor do they prescribe or perform medical treatment, 
prescribe substances, nor interfere with the treatment of a licensed medical 
professional. I understand that Reiki does not take the place of medical care. It is 
recommended that I see a licensed physician or licensed health care professional 
for any physical or psychological ailment I may have. I understand that Reiki can 
complement any medical or psychological care I may be receiving. I also 
understand that the body has the ability to heal itself and to do so, complete 
relaxation is often beneficial. I acknowledge that long term imbalances in the body 
sometimes require multiple sessions in order to facilitate the level of relaxation 
needed by the body to heal itself.  
 
 
Signed: ________________________________ Date: _________________  
 

Privacy  Notice: No information about any client will be discussed or shared with any third party 
without written consent of the client or parent/guardian if the client is under 18. 



MindOrgasm™ Meditation 
Sessions  

30 minutes $60 / 60 Minutes $100 
 

The beginning of all journeys is fun and exciting. It's the challenges that you must 
face within and between the subtle existence of the experience of your journey 
that will show you who you are. Become best friends with your breath while 
pushing yourself to the limit of your absolute ability to shift into the reality of your 
true self. 
 
Egyptian Chair Pose 
Gassho (with your feet grounded Connect to your Higher self for clarity of your 
Intent) 
Focus on the Intention of healing and how to clear creative blockage, dis-ease and how 
to bring your Chakras into a balanced & harmony with your Intentions & Goals. As 
energy flow let the old negative thoughts and feelings of the old pass away and let the 
new way of thinking enter into your mind. Write your vision, Intent, goals and objectives 
into your (MindOrgasm™ Reiki Charged Intention, Affirmation and Manifestation 
Journal)  
 
Intent, Goals & Objectives 
Egyptian Chair Pose 
Palms facing down on Knees 
Focus on your vision, whatever is not part of your vision do not give it your attention. 
As you breathe focus on your vision. As you focus on your vision become aware of your 
breath, emotions and the feelings that surface. As you breathe observe what those 
emotions and feelings are communicating to you. Release any negative energies and or 
feeling / emotions that do not pertain to your vision, take deep breaths, as they pass 
through. Stay balanced and keep your focus on the intent that you’d like to manifest. 
Paint the picture in your mind of (Who, What, When, Where How and Why) the intent you 
desire to manifest.  
 
Prepare for your manifestation of your Intention 
Egyptian Chair Pose 
Palms facing down up Knees 
Now that you are in line with your vision place your palms up and enjoy the feelings and 
emotions of easily and effortlessly receiving your vision with the best possible outcome 
of receiving your healing and the manifestation of your intention. 

 
 

For a Session call 702 - 936 - 0505  MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner.



MindOrgasm™ a product of DA CHIEF CREATIVE OFFICER ™ Services and 
Merchandise  

 
I Am Will. Reiki Charged Products 
MINDORGASM.NET™ Reiki Charged Intention, Affirmation and Manifestation Journal,  
Soaps, Socks, Candles, Lotions, Oils, Shirts, Pillows, Jewelry, Posters, Throws & more. 
 
MindOrgasm™ 7 Week Chakra Challenge 
MindOrgasm™ Journal and Chakra set 
Focus on the vision written in your MindOrgasm™ Reiki Charged Intention, Affirmation and 
Manifestation Journal  
Each week we will focus on a different Chakra and face the challenge to bring that Chakra out of 
dis-ease and into harmony and balanced with your Intentions & Goals. 
Find the MindOrgasm™ of each Chakra. To experience a MindOrgasm™ is to recognize the 
Ah Ha Moment that each Chakra reveals to you. 
 
Clear Negative Energies from your Home, Office or Car 
Turn your Home, Office or Car into a MindOrgasm™ Sacred Pace. 
Pricing starts at $150 each additional space $100  Interior Chakra Design also available
 

For a free Estimate 702 - 936 - 0505  MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner.  
  

MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner
Sessions  

*15 Minutes $25   * 30 minutes $50     *60 Minutes $100    *90 Minutes $150
 

 
MindOrgasm™ Meditation 

Sessions  
30 minutes $60    60 Minutes $100 

 
MindOrgasm™ Divine Messages Using Tarot, Clairvoyance, Clairsentience & 
Clairaudience 

Sessions 
30 minutes $60    60 Minutes $100  

 
MindOrgasm™ Music Therapy and Sound Healing 

Sessions 
30 minutes $60     60 Minutes $100

 
(Host a Session 3 -10 people for half hour session and receive a FREE Reiki Session or 
MindOrgasm™ Sacred Space Value of $150) 
 

For a Session call 702 - 936 - 0505  MindOrgasm™ I Am Will. Reiki Practitioner.  


